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In this mainly expository paper, we discuss two particular types оС quasigroup (Iatin square) which Ьауе connections with other branches of таЉе
matics, notably with statistics, graph Љеосу and coding theory.
А square п х п matrix L оп п distinct symbols is cal1ed row complete if
every p~ir of symbols of L occurs just опсе as ап adjacent pair of elements in
some row of L. It is cal1ed row latin if еасЬ symbol occurs exactly опсе јп
еасЬ row of the matrix. ТЬе concepts column complete and column latin are
similarly defined. А square matrix which is both row latin and соluтп latin
is called а latin square.
We shall also find it convenient to саП а rectangular matrix R of size

тхп

or

п х т row

complete, where

т ~ [~ п].

if

еасЬ

unordered pajr of its

symbols occurs just опсе as ап adjacent pair of elements јп some row of R.
Here, [ ] denotes "integer part".
_
Row complete latin squares are used јп statistics јп connection with the
design of experiments. ТЬеу are of particular value for the design of sequential
experiments but тау__ also ье useful for eliminating interactions between adjacent
plots in field experiments. А detai1ed explanation of these applications is given
in [2]. Here, we shall Ье content to give а single illustration. In an experiment
оп farm animals, it 1s des1red to аррlу а number of different dietary treatments to а given апјтаl јп succession. ТЬе effect of а given treatment оп the
animal тау Ье affected both Ьу the number of treatments which that animal
has already received and also Ьу the nature of the immediately preceding
treatment which it has had applied to it. If several animals are available for
treatment, the first possibility сап Ье allowed for statistically if it сап Ье arranged
that the number п of animals to Ье treated ј5 equal to the number of treatments
to Ье applied and if the order in which the treatment5 are to ье applied to
these п animals is aIJowed to Ье determined Ьу Ље order of the entries ЈП Ље
п rows of an п х п latin square (whose п distinct elements denote the п treatments). ТЬеп any particular experiment has а different number of predecessors
for еасЬ of the п different animals, since а given element of the latin square
is preceded Ьу а different number of other elements in еасЬ of the п rows of
the square. ТЬе possibility of interaction between опе experiment and the
41
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immediately preceding one can also ье allowed for if the latin square chosen
is row complete. Тће resulting experiment is then said to Ье statistically "balanced"
both with respect to the effect of the immediately preceding experiment and
also with respect to the number of preceding experiments.
Until very recently, the only row complete latin squares known were
multiplication tables of groups (or quasigroups isotopic to groups). Also еасћ
of these known row complete latin squares had the property that it could ье
made column complete as well Ьу а suitable reordering of its rows. In fact,
it is not difficult to show:
Тhео

r е m 1. Every row

сотр lete

latin square which represents the
as well as row

тultip/ication table о! а group соn Ье тade соluтn coтplete
coтplete Ьу suitably reorderiпg its rows.

р r о о f: Let the given square ье the multiplication table of the group
G where hl' h2, ••• ,hn and gl' g2' ... ,gn are two orderings of the elements of
G, as in Fig. 1.

!
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Ј
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Fig. 1

Since the square is row complete the elements h 1' h2 , h"2'h з "" ,h;.!lhn
are аН distinct and are the non-identity elements of the group in а пеw order:
for suppose that h;; 1 h и+1 = h -; 1 h _+ 1 = k say. Let the arbitrary element g of G
occur in the sth row of column и and in the tth row of column v. Then
g = g. hu = gt h.. Тће entries in the (и + 1)th column of row s and in the (v + 1)th
column of row t are g. hU + 1 = (g. hJ (h;;l h u +\) = gk and gt hv+ 1 = (gt h.) (h-;l h.+\) =
= gk respectively. Hence, the ordered pair (g, gk) occur as adjacent elements
in both the sth and the tth rows of the square, contrary to hypothesis.
Now let the rows Ье reordered according to the permutation
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so that the reordered square takes the form shown јп Fig. 2. This reordering
will not affect the row completeness.
Moreover, јп the new square еасЬ ordered pair of elements wШ occur
at most опсе as а pair of adjacent elements јп the columns : for, suppose
that the entries of the (9, U)tb and (t, V)tb ceIls are the same, equal to g say. Тhеп,
h -;1 ћи = g = ћ;1 ћ•. Theentries of the (9 + 1, u)lЬ and (t + 1, v)lh ceIIs must then
ье distinct, for h-;).lhu=h;i1h. would imply (hH\hs)(hs-Ihu)=(h;+\h,)(h;lh.)
and so (hs+11hJg=(h;+\ht)g. But then, hH\hs=h;+l. ht whence (ћ"*\ћ вГ 1 =
= (ћ~11 h tГ 1 • Thus we would Ьауе ћ-;1 ћн • =ћ;1 ht +1 which is contrary to
hypothesis. Тhis shows that the new square is column complete as weII as row
complete and so proves the theorem.
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Fig.2.
ТЬе аЬоуе theorem was first given јп [8Ј. Ап examination of the proof
suggests the hypothesis that the theorem is aIso true for ап inverse property
100Р G which satisfies the identity (gh) (ћ- 1 k) = gk for аII g, ћ, k јп G. However
(as V.D. Be10usov pointed out to the author during the Conference itself) such
а loop is already а group. То see this, write ћ- I k = 1. ТЬеп k = (eh)(h- 1_k) =
hl and so (gh) 1= g (Ы) for аII g, ћ, 1 јп G.
ТЬе multip1ication table of finite group G сап bewritten јп the form
of а row complete latin square if and only if the group is gequenceable : that
is, if and only if there exists an ordering of the elements gl' g2' ... , gn of G
s

such that the partiaI products

Рв = П gj

for

9

= 1, 2, ... п are

аН

distinct. (For

/=1

the orginal proof, see [4Ј.). ТО see the necessity of this condition, let the row
complete Iatin square L = (g/j) Ье the multiplication table of G so that gij = gj gj'
h say 10r
&'
11 vaues
1
f .
1п that case gjj-1 gi,j+1=gj-1 g/-1 gjgj+l=gj-1 gj+l=:J
а
о '.
Suppose that ћј = ћј , for ј' =F ј. ТЬеп, because gl'j' = go for some value of ј'
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(еасћ element of G occurs exactly опсе јп еасћ соluтп of L), we ћауе
gi',j'+1 = gi'j' hj , = gi} ћј = gj,}+l' However, this contradicts the row completeness

of L. Thus

ћ, =Ј: ћЈ ,

unless ј' = ј. Consider now the first row of L. Its

рь

element is

1
gij =gll (g/i glJ (gi2 gI3)' .. (gi:}-I glj)=gl1 ћ 1 h2 • . • hj _ 1· Since the elements of
}-I

the first row of L are

аН

different, it foHows that the partial products

П

hk

k=l

for ј = 2, 3, ... , п - 1 are аН distinct, where the elements h 1 h2 • ••• , hn_ 1 are
the non-identity elements of G. That is, the elements е, hJ h2 , ••• , hn_ 1 form а
sequencing for G. То see the sufficiency of the condition, consider the latin
square L = (gij) where gij = Р 11 ћ, Рј being опе of the partial products defined
аЬоуе. We require to show that the ordered pair of elements (и, v) of G occur
consecutively in some row of L. That is, we require to find integers i, ј such
1
that Рl 1 Рј=и and РI РЈ+l = v. From these two equations, ugj+l =v. This determines ј. Then Р; = Рј и-Ј and this fixes i. Thus, еуету pair of elements of G
.
occurs exact1y опсе and L is row complete.
Evidently, Рl = gl = е (where е denotes the group identity) is necessary
group G to Ье sequenceable. Н the group G is abelian, it is known that
Рn = unless G has а unique element h of order two and that, in the latter
case, Рn = ћ. (see [12]). Thus, а Лпitе abelian group can Ье sequenceable only
if it has а unique element of order two. В. Gordon [4] has proved that this
condition is sufficient as weH as necessary. Namely, а finite abeHan group is
sequenceable јГ and only јГ it is the direct product оГ two groups А and В
such that А is а сусliс group of order 2k , k > О, and В is of odd order.
As regards the sequenceability of groups of odd order, little is known.
lt is clear from the preceding remarks that an abelian group of odd order
cannot Ье sequenceable. The non-abelian group of smallest odd order is the
(unique) non-abelian group of order 21 generated Ьу two elements а and Ь
with the defining relations а7 = Ь3 = е, аЬ = Ьа 2 • This group has Ьееп shown to
Ье sequenceable Ьу N. S. Mendelsohn [1 О]. Тће non-abelian group of order 27
generated Ьу two elements а and Ь with the defining relations аР = bq = е,
аЬ = Ьа', where Р = 9, q = 3 and r = 4, has been shown to Ье sequenceable Ьу
the present author [6] and уету recently the groups оп two generators with
similar structure having orders 39(p=13,q=3,r=3), 55(р=11, q=5, ,=3)
and 57 (Р= 19, q=3, '=7) ћауе been shown to Ье sequenceable Ьу L. L. Wang
[13]. Тће present author has conjectllred in [6] that аН non-abelian groups оп
two generators are sequenceable and the recent results of L. L. Wang lend
strength to this conjecture.
As regards non-abelian sequenceable groups of even order, В. Gordon
[4] has shown that the dihedral groups Dэ and D 4 of orders 6 and 8 are not
sequenceable, and Ј. Denes and Е. Тбrбk [3] ћауе shown that the dihedra1 groups
D s' D 6 , D 1 and D s of orders 10, 12, 14 and 16 are sequenceable but that the
remaining non-abelian groups of orders less than or equal to ] 4 are not
sequenceable.
lt is known that there are по row complete latin squares of orders 2, 3,
5 or 7. This has been shown Ьу D. Warwick [14] and Ьу Р. Ј. Owens [11].
Very recently, Р. Ј. Owens has constructed the first examples of row complete
latin squares which are not the multiplication tables of groups (that is, they
do not satisfy the quadrangle condition, see [2]). These are of orders 8 and
for

а
е
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10. Не has also constructed а row complete latin square of order 14 which
cannot Ье made соluтп complete as well Ьу апу reordering of its rows.
Рјпаllу, we mention that а row complete latin square of order п defines
а decomposition of the complete directed graph оп п vertices into disjoint
Hamiltonian paths. То see this, let the vertices of the graph Ье labelled Ьу
means of the symbols of the square. ТЬеп еасћ row of the square defines а
Hamiltonian path whose directed edges are given Ьу Ље ordered pairs of
adjacent symbols јп that row. This fact was first observed Ьу N. S. Mendelsohn
[10] and Ьу Ј. Denes and Е. Torok [3]. Jf

11

is even, а row complete ~ п х п
2

latin rectangle similarly defines а decomposition of Ље complete undirected
graph оп п vertices into disjoint Hamiltonian paths. AIso, suitable row comp1ete
latin rectangles exist for аН even values of п, as is shown јп [7] and [2].
(Since еасЬ Hamiltonian path has п - 1 edges and the complete undirected
graph has ~ п (п -1) edges, по decomposition of this kind сап exist if п is odd).
2

Another type of quasigroup (latin square) which defines decompositions
of the complete undirected graph is the so-called P-quasigroup (ог partition
quasigroup) .
Let us first define а P-groupoid.
D е [ј п i t i о п. А groupoid (Q, .) is called а P-groupoid if it satisfies the
following three properties: (ј) а· а = а for аll а Е Q; (јј) а =1= Ь implies а::ра· Ь
and Ь =1= а . Ь [ог аll а, Ь Е Q; (јјј) а· Ь = с implies and is implied Ьу с· Ь = а for
аll а, Ь, сЕ Q.
А one-to-one correspondence between P-groupoids of п elements and
decompositions of Ље complete undirected graph оп п vertices into disjoint
closed paths is easily established Ьу lаЬеШпg the vertices of the graph with
the elements of the P-groupoid and prescribing that the edges (а, Ь) and (Ь, с)
shall belong to the same closed path of Ље graph if and опlу if а· Ь = с, а =l=b.
We deduce at опсе that the пuтЬег of elements of а P-groupoid is odd.
А P-groupoid which is also а quasigroup is called а P-quasigroup. Thus, а
P-quasigroup is ап idempotent quasigroup with the additional property that
whenever the relation а· Ь = с holds јп (Q,.) so also does the relation с· Ь = а.
Тће concepts of P-groupoid and P-quasigroup ",еге introduced Ьу А.
Kotzig [9]. Тће following facts were first pointed out јп [7], [5], [1] and [8]
respectively.
О Ь s е r v а t i о п 1. А decomposition ој the complete undirected graph оп
п vertices У 1 ' У 2 ' ••• 'Уn into disjoint closed paths corresponds (о а P-quasigroup
(V, .) if ам оn/у if, јог jixed values ој i and k, (у/, у) and (Уј ' ук) аге adjacent
edges ој а closed path јог оnе and only оnе value оЈ ј.
р r о о [. Jf (V, .) is а P-quasigroup, the entry k occurs опсе and опсе
опlу јп the i th row of the multiplication table of (V, .). Let the соlumп јп
which this entry occurs Ье the jlћ. ТЬеп we Ьауе ј.ј = k and (У;, Vj)' (у» УЈ аге
adjacent edges of а closed path of Gn for this уаluе of ј and по other.
О Ь s е r v а t i о п 2. Commиtative P-quasigroups ој order п exist exact/y
when п = 1 ог 3 mod 6 ам then and оn/у then the comp/ete undirected graph
оп п vertices саn Ье decomposed into disjoint triangular circuits.
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the triangles define the triads

оС а

Steiner triple

system.
О Ь s е r v а t i о п 3. А Р-ч uasigroup оС order п exists which defines а
decomposition оС Ље complete undirected graph оп п vertices into disjoint
Hamiltonian circuits whenever п is а prime.

r о о [. We define the required P-quasigroup Ьу taking the set V =
јС an operation (.) is defined оп V Ьу the
statement r· s = 2 s - r (mod п), we obtain а P-quasigroup (V,·) having the
desired property.
For further details and а discussion оС the connection between (V,·) and
а certain row complete latin square, see [1).
р

= {1, 2, ... 71} and observing that,

О Ь s е r v а t i о п 4. ТЬе existence оС а P-quasigroup оС order п = 2 r + 1
which defines а decomposition оС the complete undirected graph оп п vertices
into а single Eulerian closed path is equivalent to the existence оС а codeword
оп 2 r + 1 symbols оС length r (2 r + 1) + 1 in which по pair оС consecutive
symbols and по pair оС nearly consecutive symbols is repeated.
р r о о [. Two symbols оС а codeword are said to ье near1y consecutive
if they are separated Ьу а single symbol. We тау establish а correspondence
between Eulerian circuits оС the complete undirected graph G/1 оп П vertices and

codewords of length ~ п (п - 1) + 1 Ьу regarding еасЬ pair of consecutive symbols
2

of the codeword as representing an edge of the graph joining the vertices
represented Ьу those two symbols. ТЬе last symbol of the codeword is taken
to Ье Ље same as Ље first in order that the path represented should Ье closed.
Since еасЬ edge of the graph occurs exactly ойсе in an Eulerian circuit, еасЬ pair
of consecutive symbols must occur once and only once in Ље corresponding
codeword. Also if the Eulerian circuit is to correspond to а P-quasigroup,
еасЬ pair of nearly consecutive symbo1s must occur in the codeword at most
once otherwise the property stated in observation 1 above would ье violated.
In his original paper [9), А. Kotzig raised the question "For which
values of п does а P-quasigroup e:xist which defines а decomposition of the сош
plete undirected graph оп п vertices into а single Eulerian closed path Т' Не
showed that such а P-quasigroup exists for the orders п = 3 and 7 but not
when n= 5. Subsequent work оп this topic has made use of the equivalence
with the codeword existence problem which is stated in observation 4 above
and has shown that suitable P-quasigroups exist whenever п = 4 r + 3 except
possibly when r= 127 mod 595 and whenever п = 4 r + 1 (r i= 1) except possibly
when r=5 mod 7.
ТЬе main theorem required is as fol1ows:
Т h е о r е m 2. Let и denote а sequence о! non-zero integers и 1 и 2 , ••• , и,
r~UI~r aпd I иј I i= I иј I un1ess ј= i (90 that Iи1 1, Iи2 1, ... , Iи, I ј9 а

such that reordering

о!

the 7latura1

nuтbers

1, 2, ... r). Let

(ј, =

2:•

1=1

иј,

тod

2 r + 1. A1so,

let Uj+Uj+1=hj тod 2r+ 1 Jor ј= 1,2, ... , r-l, where -r~hj~r,· and 1et h,
denote the sтallest integer congruent to и, + и 1 тodиlo 2 r + 1. Then, if such а
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sequence U exists with the Jollowing additional properties: (а) the integers Iћј I
distinct Јоу ј= 1,2, ... , у,. and (Ь) (0'" 2у+ 1)= 1, there exists а codeword оп 2 r + 1 symbols о! length r (2 r + 1) + 1 јn which по pair о! consecutive
symbols and по pair о! nеаУlу consecutive symbols is repeated. (Equivalently,
there exists an Eulerian circuit of Ље complete undirected graph оп 2 r + 1
vertices which corresponds to а P-quasigroup).
lЈ sиeћ а sequence U exists with ,ће Jollowing alternative additional руо
perties: (а) * Iће integers Iћј I are аП distinct Јог i = 1, 2, ... , r - 1 and по оnе
о! 'ћеm is equal 10 1; (Ь)* и 1 = 1 оу 2; and (е)* i Ји 1 = 1, (- 3 + 0'" 2 г+ 1) = 1;
if и 1 = 2, (- 2 + 0'" 2 r + 1) = 1, then there exists а codeword оп 4 r + 3 symbols
о! length (2г+l)(4г+3)+1 јп whjch по рајг о! conseeutive symbols and по
рајг о! nearly consecutive symbols is repeated.
Тће second part of this theoren1 is due to the present author and а
proof wШ Ье found in [8]. Тће first part is Ље joint work of the present
author and А. Ј. W. Hilton. It јз proved јп [5].
Once the theorem has been established, it only remains to show the
existence of suitable sequences и. Ву way of illustration we state the foHowing
theorem which јз proved [иllу in [5].
ауе а1/

о!

т h е о r е m 3. The Jollowing sequences U satisJy
theorem 1:-

r=2t; u1 =-2t, u2 =2t-2,

u з =2t-4,

(ће

conditions

иI+ 2 =2, Ul+ з =4,

-(2/+1), u2 =2t-l,

and (Ь)

... ,ut _ 1 =4, ut =2, ut +1=I,

uI+ 2 =3, ... ,u2t _ 1 =2t-3, u2t =2t-l, modulo 41+1; (=/=1 and
г=2/+1; и 1 =

(а)

u з =2t-3,

1:ф:5mоd7;

... , ut =3, ut + 1 =1,

... , uu =2t-2, u2t + 1 =2t, modulo 4t+3;

tф

1 mod 7.

Тbeorem 2 and the sequences obtained in [8] and [5] together solve
Kotzig's problem for аН values of 11 of the forш 4 r + 1 except r = 1 and r 5
mod 7 and they also зоlуе ј! for аН values of п of the form 4 r + 3 except
when у= 127 mod 595. It is Iikely that the construction of further sequences
U wblch satisfy Ље conditions of theorem 2 (that is, sequences U additional
to the several classes of such sequences obtained јп [8] and [5]) would enable
Kotzig's P-quasigroup problem and the equivalent codeword existence probIem
to Ье resolved completely.

=
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